Engineered cell-based therapies: a vanguard of design-driven medicine.
Engineered cell-based therapies are uniquely capable of performing sophisticated therapeutic functions in vivo, and this strategy is yielding promising clinical benefits for treating cancer. In this review, we discuss key opportunities and challenges for engineering customized cellular functions using cell-based therapy for cancer as a representative case study. We examine the historical development of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) therapies as an illustration of the engineering design cycle. We also consider the potential roles that the complementary disciplines of systems biology and synthetic biology may play in realizing safe and effective treatments for a broad range of patients and diseases. In particular, we discuss how systems biology may facilitate both fundamental research and clinical translation, and we describe how the emerging field of synthetic biology is providing novel modalities for building customized cellular functions to overcome existing clinical barriers. Together, these approaches provide a powerful set of conceptual and experimental tools for transforming information into understanding, and for translating understanding into novel therapeutics to establish a new framework for design-driven medicine.